YEAR 5- 2022

YEAR 5 - 2022

TERM 1
WE ARE LEARNING...
WE ARE
ARE LEARNING...
WE
LEARNING...
TERM 2 WEEK 7 - TERM 3 WEEK 6

OUR SCHOOL VALUES
We are RESPONSIBLE
We are focusing on being responsible for our selves and
our belongings.
Help me at home by discussing what being responsible
looks like at home and at school, help me keep track of
my belongings and ensure my device is charged each
day.

LITERACY
To skim and scan a variety of texts, to work out the most
important information.
To take notes of key words from texts to develop our research
skills.
You can help me at home by asking me to skim and scan
articles and encouraging me to continue to keep writing
stories and read every day.

NUMERACY
To solve problems using multiplication and continuing our
focus on mental computation.
To pose questions to gather data and interpret data sets.
To use appropriate units of measurement for length, area,
volume, capacity and mass.
You can help me at home by asking me to teach you the
problem solving strategies I am learning in the classroom.

INQUIRY FOCUS
We are learning about how our environment can influence
people and communities . We are learning to describe views
on how people respond to an issue or a challenge.
You can help me at home by talking how the environment
can affect our community.

PERSONAL GOALS
To work on my personal reading goal that I have set with my
teacher. I will use the strategies I learn at school during read
to self, guided reading, and one-on-one feedback sessions
with my teachers to help me read the books that I have at
home.

ROUTINES
INSPIRE CENTRE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

THE ARTS

5SKG - Thursday

5SKG - Wednesday

5SKG - Tuesday

5JWG - Thursday

5JWG - Wednesday

5JWG - Wednesday

5LBG - Thursday

5LBG - Tuesday

5LBG - Friday

5LTG - Thursday

5LTG - Thursday

5LTG - Wednesday

5HCG - Thursday

5HCG - Wednesday

5HCG - Wednesday

5SBG - Thursday

5SBG - Wednesday

5SBG - Wednesday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL
From knowledge to creativity

